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331+ Essential Tips and Tricks .............................. #Book-331ETT

 A How-to Guide for the Gun Collector, A Practical New
 Approach to Buying, Maintianing,

Storage, Display, Photography, and Much More
by Stuart C. Mowbray

Essential tips and tricks for the gun collector such as buying, storing, 
displaying, photographing guns and dealing with rust. Soft cover, over 
270 pages of tips. Color photos.

#Book-331ETT Guide for the Gun Collector only $29.99www.trackofthewolf.com

Lyman’s Black Powder Handbook, 2nd Edition ...... #Book-LBPH
by Sam Fadala

All new 2nd edition, with the largest selection of loading data for 
black powder rifles, pistols, shotguns, and a section on cowboy 
 action and black powder cartridge.  Over 20,000 shots were fired and 
 recorded, from rifles, muskets, pistols, revolvers and shotguns. Soft 
bound volume, in 8-1/2 x 11” format, with 336 pages.  We upgrade 
editions as available.

#Book-LBPH Lyman Handbook, 2nd Edition only $15.99

The Muzzle-Loading Cap Lock Rifle ......................#Book-MLCLR
by Ned Roberts

Back in print, The Muzzleloading Caplock Rifle was recommended 
by the NRA as the standard work on muzzle-loading cap lock rifles. This 
book details every feature of these classic firearms from accessories 
and ammunition to noted makers and old-time tools. Readers will be 
captivated by the author’s descriptive text, original photographs and 
detailed illustrations. Hundreds of photographs show muzzle-loading 
cap lock rifles, ammunition, cap magazines, powder flasks, bullet molds 
and more. Traditional shooting matches are described and recreated 
in fascinating detail. Firearm enthusiasrs will revel in the stories and 
information presented in this superb book. 8-3/4” x 11-1/4” hardbound 
format, 308 pages, black & white photographs.
#Book-MLCLR Muzzle-Loading Cap Lock Rifle only $31.50

Shooting the Muzzle-Loading rifle
Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook, 4th edition ............#Book-LCBH-4
by Lyman Products

Contains more than 5,000 tested loads for the cast bullet shooter, 
and over 100 pages of trajectory and wind-drift tables for cast, cen-
terfire rifle bullets. It also includes a complete how-to section, special 
hunting section, a history of cast bullets, the Lyman line, and advanced 
metallurgical information. Soft cover, 419 pages. 
#Book-LCBH-4 Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook only $19.99

Lyman Reloading Handbook .......................................#Book-LRH
by Lyman Products

The New Edition Reloading Handbook is the largest and most 
comprehensive ever produced by Lyman. Over 10,000 loads including 
Lyman’s recent cast bullet selections. Sections on loads, casting, and 
how to  reload. Soft bound, with 480 pages. 
#Book-LRH Lyman Reloading Handbook only $19.99

Casting Premium Bullets for the BPCR  .............. #CD-CPBBPCR
by Paul Matthews

Paul A. Matthews, takes the reloader beyond the casting of bullets 
for plinking with smallbore rifles or handguns into the realm of big-bore 
top-of-the-line bullets for competitive long-range accuracy. This is the 
entire book in PDF format on CD-ROM. 
#CD-CPBBPCR CD- Casting Premium Bullets only $15.99

Wind Drift and Deceleration of the Cast Bullet ......#CD-WD-DCB
by Paul Matthews

Learn the facts that help reduce wind drift to become a better shooter 
of cast bullets at black powder velocities. This is the entire book in 
PDF format on CD-Rom. 
#CD-WD-DCB CD-Wind Drift & Deceleration only $15.99

Propellant Profiles, fifth edition  ................................ #Book-PP-5
by Wolfe Publishing

This new edition is the most comprehensive reference book on 
powders available to reloaders and has been revised to include the 
most popular current and discontinued powders available at the time 
of publishing in 2008. This truly is a “one of a kind” compendium. 
Topics include single-base, extruded powders, ball powders, double-
base powders, burn rates, chemical compositions, bulk density, grain 
lengths and caliber recommendations for certain powders. Best of all, 
it contains recommended loads. Soft cover, 439 pages, B&W photos.
#Book-PP-5 Propellant Profiles only $34.99

Bullet Casting-101  ................................................... #DVD-BC-101
by Wolfe Publishing

This DVD takes you through the basics of bullet casting. Safety Gear 
and Basic Equipment, Bullet Molds, Installing Mold Blocks to Handles, 
Neck Sizing, “Smoking” the Mold, Adjusting the Sprue Plate, Properly 
Breaking Open the Bullet Mold, Casting Bullets, Sorting, Lubing and 
Sizing Cast Bullets, Range Testing. DVD video format.
#DVD-BC-101 DVD- Bullet Casting 101 only $19.99

Casting Premium Bullets by Hand ............................ #DVD-CPBH
by Wolfe Publishing

This DVD covers: Alloys for Casting, Introduction to the Bottom Pour 
Furnace, Casting with One, Two, and Six Cavity Molds, Balancing 
Rhythm with Mold Temperature, Inspecting and Trouble Shooting, 
Sorting Bullets for Accuracy, Range Testing. Testing. DVD video format. 
#DVD-CPBH DVD- Casting Premium Bullets only $19.99

Learn to Cast Bullets & Load Black Powder
       Cartridges
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